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Abstract Two European temperature records for the past half-millennium, Januaryto-April air temperature for Stockholm (Sweden) and seasonal temperature for a Central European region, both derived from the analysis of documentary sources combined
with long instrumental records, are compared with the output of forced (solar, volcanic,
greenhouse gases) climate simulations with the model ECHO-G. The analysis is complemented with the long (early)-instrumental record of Central England Temperature
(CET). Both approaches to study past climates (simulations and reconstructions) are
burdened with uncertainties. The main objective of this comparative analysis is to
identify robust features and weaknesses that may help to improve models and reconstruction methods.
The results indicate a general agreement between simulations and the reconstructed
Stockholm and CET records regarding the long-term temperature trend over the recent
centuries, suggesting a reasonable choice of the amplitude of the solar forcing in the simulations and sensitivity of the model to the external forcing. However, the Stockholm
reconstruction and the CET record also show a long and clear multi-decadal warm
episode peaking around 1730, which is absent in the simulations. The uncertainties
associated with the reconstruction method or with the simulated internal climate variability cannot easily explain this difference. Regarding the interannual variability, the
Stockholm series displays in some periods higher amplitudes than the simulations but
these differences are within the statistical uncertainty and further decrease if output
from a regional model driven by the global model is used.
The long-term trends in the simulations and reconstructions of the Central European temperature agree less well. The reconstructed temperature displays, for all
seasons, a smaller difference between the present climate and past centuries than the
simulations. Possible reasons for these differences may be related to a limitation of the
traditional technique for converting documentary evidence to temperature values to
capture long-term climate changes, because the documents often reflect temperatures
relative to the contemporary authors’ own perception of what constituted ’normal’
conditions. By contrast, the simulated and reconstructed inter-annual variability is in
rather good agreement.
Keywords :
past millennium, temperature reconstructions, documentary data, early instrumental temperature, climate simulations

1 Introduction
Global climate models are the most important tools to estimate future climate change
caused by changes in the radiation balance of the Earth linked to increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases. There has been considerable progress in the understanding of
the relevant long-timescale processes that give rise to low-frequency climate variability
and of the mechanisms relevant for the modulation of the sensitivity of Earth’s climate to external forcing. However, in spite of this progress, global climate models have
some difficulties in simulating the present climate, specifically at regional scales, and
uncertainties still remain concerning their ability to simulate climates different from
Universidad Complutense de Madrid,Spain
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the present one (Bader et al., 2008). One test for climate models is to compare climate
simulations, where the models are driven by external forcings and/or boundary conditions representing past periods, to climate reconstructions for the same periods based
on natural proxies or on documentary records. Most previous comparative studies have
been devoted to the Holocene Optimum, about 6,000 years BP (e.g. Wohlfahrt et al.,
2008; Wanner et al., 2008), or to the last glacial maximum, about 21,000 years BP
(e.g. Ramstein et al., 2007). Such comparisons are certainly useful for improving the
understanding of climate dynamics under conditions that may be substantially different from those of today, in particular for the Last Glacial Maximum. They are also of
importance for an assessment of the simulated climate sensitivity to changes in external forcings. However, the centennial-scale climate variability and climate sensitivity
in those periods could have been different from the present.
In this paper we aim at comparing climate simulations and local-to-regional climate
reconstructions for the last few centuries, i.e. in a period when the external forcing and
climate itself was much closer to the present state. Over this period the number of
comparative studies between simulations and reconstructions is rather limited (Jones
and Mann, 2004; Jones et al., 2008), but nevertheless several studies have focused on
regional scales (e.g. Casty et al., 2005; Goosse et al., 2005, 2006; Raible et al., 2006;
Wilson et al., 2006; Luterbacher et al., 2006, 2008; Gouirand et al., 2007). Here, the
comparison will not only focus on assessing the skill of the models in simulating the
long-term trends, which are to a large extent directly related to the long-term variation in the external forcing in these centuries, but will also examine the amplitude of
multi-decadal variations around the long-term trends. The amplitude of these variations, which are more related to internal variability, can indicate how strongly regional
climates can deviate - and for how long - from a long-term global warming or cooling
trends. These variations thus provide some information of how regional climates may
potentially deviate over the coming decades from the anthropogenically-forced global
warming trend. We also compare the amplitude of interannual temperature variations,
which are even more strongly dominated by internal variability. Additionally, model
simulations may also be useful for evaluation of proxy-based climate reconstructions, as
these may suffer from biases in of low- as well as high-frequency variations which may
be illuminated when a set of climate reconstructions from nearby regions are compared
with simulated data for corresponding areas.
In comparing the output of global simulations with reconstructions, one should not
expect complete agreement in an interannual basis, not even in the unlikely case that
the global climate model, the external forcing with which it was driven, and the climate
reconstructions were perfect (Yoshimori et al., 2005). The evolution of the unforced
variability - the variability not related to the external forcing but caused by the internal
non-linear climate processes - in the simulations and in the observed past climate
will not necessarily agree in spatio-temporal details. For instance, since inter-annual
climate variations are essentially due to the internal variability, a very low correlation
should be expected between climate simulations and reconstructions at inter-annual
timescales, with the possible exception of sudden temperature variations caused by
short-lived intense volcanic eruptions (Fischer et al., 2007). The timescale at which
we should expect agreement between climate simulations and reconstructions depends
on the spatial scale and on the climate variable considered. This timescale is dictated
primarily by the characteristic time required for the random internal variations to be
filtered out, and thus on the turbulent character of the variable under consideration.
This characteristic time is shorter for variables that are more directly driven by the
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external radiative forcing, such as for instance temperature, and it should be larger for
variables that are more strongly affected by the turbulent atmospheric dynamics, such
as precipitation, wind or sea-level-pressure (Bader et al., 2008).
The time scale and spatial scale problem is compounded by the limited spatial
resolution of global climate models that hinders a faithful representation of the relevant
local processes, such as topography, coast lines, land-sea, land-use, etc. A potential
solution is the use of regional climate models driven at their boundaries by the output
of global simulations. A comparison between local or regional climate reconstructions
with regional climate simulations would be more meaningful than with the output of
global models, but unfortunately, the computer requirements of regional models are
also large and century-long regional simulations are just beginning to be performed
and very little model output to compare with exist.
Being aware of all the potential problems when comparing local climate reconstruction with the output of coarse-resolution global models, herein we undertake an initial
joint assessment of model simulations with three long-term records derived from historical documentary evidence and long instrumental temperature observations. These
records should represent different aspects of European climate in the past centuries.
The millennial simulations were performed with the global climate model ECHO-G
(see e.g. Zorita et al., 2005). One of the temperature reconstructions is additionally
compared with output from the regional climate model RCA3 (Kjellström et al., 2005)
designed for the Scandinavian region. This regional model was driven by one of the
global simulations with ECHO-G, and should represent more realistically the coastlines, topography, and ocean heat capacity of the actual region (Moberg et al., 2006).
However, the regional ocean sub-model used in the regional simulation is very simplified
and does not represent heat advection by Baltic Sea currents. Despite those limitations
in the global and regional model comparisons, we expect to find robust features among
all time series, as well as identifying sources of disagreement that could indicate further
ways for improvement of reconstruction and modeling approaches.
The main reason why we restrict this study to a few European sites is that this
work is part of a European project (MILLENNIUM) specifically aimed at studying
climate in Europe over the last millennium (Gagen et al., 2006). Moreover, the fact
that this paper is a part of a special issue devoted to documentary climate evidence,
motivates why we restrict our model-proxy data comparison to only documentary data
and long instrumental records. Documentary evidence has previously been used for
developing a number of climate reconstructions for different parts of Europe (for more
details see e.g. Brázdil et al., 2005), but has also been used together with natural proxy
data and long instrumental records to derive climate reconstructions at the European
continental scale (e.g. Luterbacher et al., 2004; Xoplaki et al., 2005; Pauling et al.,
2006).
Traditionally, the first step in deriving a documentary based temperature reconstruction involves the compilation of a time series of temperature indices onto an ordinal
index scale (Brázdil et al., 2005). Such an index series can then be calibrated in terms
of past temperatures based on statistical analysis of the temperature indices and observed temperatures in an overlapping period (Dobrovolný et al., 2009). In addition,
some types of documentary data (e.g. phenological data, starting dates of shipping
seasons, etc.) directly reflect environmental conditions that are closely related to temperature. This kind of documentary data (Chuine et al., 2004; Rutishauser et al., 2008
Leijonhufvud et al., 2009) allow a direct statistical calibration to temperatures using
approaches similar to the standard reconstructions methods applied to other natural
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proxies, such as tree ring data . In our study, one temperature reconstruction of each
kind is included - based on temperature indices for Central Europe and the based
on continuous data about shipping time for Stockholm - which allows a comparison
of the two approaches. The third temperature series used here, the Central England
temperature series (Manley, 1974), is comprised almost exclusively of instrumental observations, but also includes information from documentary sources in its earliest part
(before 1720). Details of the reconstructed/instrumental temperature series and the
models are given in the following section.

2 Simulated and reconstructed temperatures
The global climate model used here, ECHO-G, is an atmosphere-ocean coupled model
that has been widely used, for instance, for estimations of future climate change by
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Min et al., 2005; Meehl et al., 2007).
The atmosphere is represented by the atmosphere model ECHAM4, with a horizontal resolution of 3.75x3.75 degrees and 19 levels covering the troposphere and the
lower stratosphere. The ocean model is HOPE-G, with a horizontal resolution of about
2.8x2.8 degrees, with an increasingly finer resolutions towards the equator in the tropical regions. The ocean model contains 20 levels irregularly spaced at various ocean
depths, with higher vertical resolution in the upper ocean layers. A flux correction is
applied to the coupling of the atmosphere and ocean models to avoid climate drift.
This flux correction is constant in time and has zero global average (Legutke and Voss,
1999).
The model ECHO-G was driven by estimations of past external forcing in the past
millennium taken from existing literature as described in Zorita et al. (2005). The solar
irradiance was derived from proxy-based estimations of solar radiative forcing taking
into account the geometry of the Earth and its albedo. The changes in the solar irradiance between the 1960-1990 mean and the mean in the Late Maunder Minimum
(1680-1710) are, in these simulations, -0.3%. The short-wave volcanic forcing was derived from estimations based on acidity of ice layers in Greenland and Antarctica ice
cores. This forcing was translated to an effective change of the solar constant in the
model. This change takes place in the model along the whole year when an eruption occurs and is, for all eruptions, maximum in northern summer. Estimates of atmospheric
concentrations of carbon dioxide and methane were obtained from measurements of
air bubbles in ice cores. More details about the simulations of the past millennium
with ECHO-G are given by Zorita et al. (2005) and in González-Rouco et al. (2006). A
discussion of the uncertainties in the external forcings and the difficulties of comparing
the ECHO-G data with local proxy data is given by Gouirand et al. (2007).
Two simulations (denoted here ERIK1 and ERIK2) were carried out with ECHOG and with the same external forcing over the past millennium, with only the initial
conditions being different in year 1000. Although two simulations are clearly not enough
to assess the full range of internal model variability, the computer costs of performing a
large ensemble of simulations over the whole millennium is very large. Two simulations
should just deliver a rough idea about the magnitude of internal model variability. The
initial conditions used in 1000 in the ERIK2 simulation were colder than in ERIK1.
The simulated global and northern hemisphere mean temperature in both simulations
show higher temperatures at the beginning and at the end of the millennium with
colder temperatures in the central centuries, roughly between 1400 and 1800 (Zorita et
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al., 2005). From roughly the year 1300, both simulations show similar multi-centennial
variations. Temperature output from the ERIK1 and ERIK2 simulations for the period
1500-1990 are used for comparison with the reconstructed/instrumental temperature
series.
For the case of Stockholm, we also include in the analysis data from one of the first
multi-centennial climate simulations performed with a regional climate model. Such
data are available for the Scandinavian region for the period 1550-1929 . The regional
model is the atmospheric RCA3 (Kjellström et al., 2005). This model originates in the
numerical weather prediction model HIRLAM and was used in the present study with
a horizontal resolution of 1o x1o and 24 levels i the atmosphere. The regional model
was driven at the boundaries of the domain by the global model ECHO-G (the ERIK1
simulation), and forced by the same external forcings as ECHO-G, with the exception of
CH4 . The influence of this forcing on temperature is, however, communicated indirectly
to the regional model by the lateral boundary conditions. To represent the Baltic sea
and the lakes in the domain of simulation, the model RCA3 was coupled to the lake
model FLAKE (http://nwpi.krc.karelia.ru/flake/). FLAKE takes as input radiative
and heat fluxes from the atmosphere as well as solid precipitation. Calculations of
sea (lake) surface temperatures and ice/snow conditions are calculated locally for each
grid box. The Baltic Sea flow dynamics are, however, not represented in this model. A
fully three-dimensional model of the Baltic Sea flow would have substantially increased
computer time requirements, and this was considered too demanding (Moberg et al.,
2006). In case of both the global and the regional model, the temperatures simulated
in the respective single grid-cell nearest to Stockholm was considered for this study.
The Stockholm temperature reconstruction is a combination of temperature evidence from documentary data and long instrumental data. The instrumental data are
available from 1756 onwards and the documentary data from 1502 to 1892. The instrumental record is the homogenized series updated from Moberg et al. (2002). The
documentary data consist of several sub-series of estimates of the start of the sailing
season after each winter, which are normalized in an evolutive approach (to preserve
low-frequency variations) and combined into a dimensionless average time series. The
underlying assumption to use this series as a proxy for air temperature is that the Baltic
Sea as far north as Stockholm, including the archipelago outside the city, usually is
ice-covered during the winter months, and the start of the sailing season indicates when
the water became ice-free after each winter. The start of the sailing season (i.e. the
approximate date ice break-up) is found to be strongly correlated with the mean temperature from January to April. This holds very well up to the late nineteenth century,
when steel-hulled ships became more common and ice became less of a problem for
shipping. Because of the character of the proxy data and the way they were processed,
the Stockholm temperature reconstruction is developed as a January-to-April mean
temperature reconstruction, and is thus not available for any other parts of the year.
Following this rationale, in this study, two slightly different versions of the reconstructions are considered: in one, the reconstruction consists of the calibrated proxy
data series in the period 1502-1892, after having adjusted its mean and variance to
agree with the instrumental data over the full overlapping period (1756-1892), and
instrumental data from 1893 onward. The variance scaling is applied to avoid loss of
variance caused by a regression calibration (Leijonhufvud et al., 2009). The second
version, covering the period 1500-1892, is the result of a calibration of the proxy series
to instrumental data by ordinary least squares in the period 1756-1892. After 1892, the
reconstruction is spliced to the instrumental record from Stockholm.
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The second temperature reconstruction, for Central Europe (henceforth CeurT), is
a combination of monthly temperatures reconstructed from documentary temperature
index data for the period 1500-1854 and long instrumental temperature measurements
after that date. Altogether 11 instrumental station records from Germany, Switzerland,
Austria and the Czech Republic, have been used to derive the CeurT areal average.
This instrumental average series starts in 1760. All station series were homogenized and
ten of them originate from the HISTALP database (Auer et al., 2007). The homogenization includes, among other aspects, adjustment for urban warming trends and an
adjustment for the early instrumental warm-bias problem ( Frank et al., 2007; Böhm
et al., 2009). The temperature index data were derived from historical documentary
evidence from the same countries, except Austria. First, a monthly index series was
derived for each country, and then an average was formed to obtain a regional series of
dimensionless monthly temperature proxy data for the period 1500-1854. None of the
three national series, however, is complete over the entire period, wherefore the number
of contributing series vary over time. Therefore, a variance adjustment was applied to
minimize the problem with artificial changes in variance due to the changing number
of individual series. Next, the variance adjusted monthly series were calibrated (17711816) and verified (1760-1770 and 1817-1854) against the homogenized instrumental
temperatures (for details see Dobrovolný et al., 2009. Here, we use two versions of the
CeurT reconstruction. In both cases, the proxy data are used for the period 1500-1854
and instrumental data from 1855 onwards. The only difference is that in one version,
the proxy data are calibrated by means of linear regression (1771-1816) and in the
other case the same data are adjusted to have the same mean and variance as the
instrumental data over 1760-1854. By using both variants (in the case of both CeurT
and Stockholm) we are able to compare the result of regression versus variance scaling
for the calibration with the simulated temperatures.

The third temperature record is the well known Central England monthly temperature record (CET), starting in 1659. This series is exclusively based on early instrumental and instrumental observations from a set of stations in the Central England
region back to 1723, but before this year it is based on a combination of various short
early instrumental observations for sites more close to London, temperature observations from De Bilt in the Netherlands (1707-1722) and various historical documentary
evidence (Manley 1953, 1974, Parker et al., 1992, Parker and Horton 2005). Manley
(1974) clearly pointed out that data from before around 1720 must be considered as
less reliable. As discussed by Jones (1999), Manley provided only very sketchy information about how the temperature estimates before 1723 were derived. It appears that
he used the available information together with a good understanding of the meteorological and climatological conditions of the area, to derive an ’educated best guess’
temperature estimate for each month. For the first decade, these estimates are given
only with a precision of whole degrees. Hence, the very earliest part of the CET series
has some similarities to an ordinal temperature index scale being calibrated to temperatures. The monthly temperatures in the following five decades are mostly given at
a precision of 0.5 degrees, which is closer to the later standard precision of 0.1 degrees
but nevertheless less precise. Despite this uncertainty in the early part of the CET
record, comparison with temperature estimates derived from many boreholes on the
British Isles show a remarkably good agreement of the long-term evolution of annual
mean temperatures over the last three-and-a-half centuries (Jones, 1999).
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3 Stockholm winter-spring temperature
Figure 1 shows the evolution of the reconstructed (two versions) and simulated (three
simulations) January-to-April temperatures in Stockholm over the past 500 years. We
consider deviations from the 1829-1929 mean (the last 101 years common to all simulated series). The data are shown as 31-year running means. The model temperatures
correspond to the grid-cell that includes the geographical coordinates of Stockholm.
It is well known that the realism of climate simulations may be weak at local scales,
because, for example, of the poor representation of coastlines, land-sea interactions and
topographical features. This is quite clear in the case of the global model, where the
land connection between the Baltic Sea and the North Sea is two grid-cells wide, about
700 km. This may cause an unrealistically large advection of heat from the Atlantic
Ocean into the Baltic Sea region and bias the simulation of mean temperatures along
the Baltic Sea coast. Therefore only the temperature deviations from a reference state
are considered. For the regional model, the land/sea mask is more realistic, but still
too coarse to resolve local features such as lakes and the archipelago near Stockholm.
Both reconstruction versions are very close after the 31-year mean smoothing. There
are some agreements and also clear differences between the simulations and the reconstructions. Reconstructed temperatures start with a declining trend in the early part
of the record, reaching a minimum between 1550-1650, followed by a prolonged longterm warming until present, punctuated by a roughly 80-year long warming episode
during 1680-1760, peaking in the 1730s. The initial cooling, the minimum temperature
around 1600, and the subsequent long-term warming up to the present (here neglecting the 1730s warmth) is broadly reproduced in both simulations. The latter point is
interesting, since the present uncertainties in the magnitude of the changes of the solar
forcing in the last centuries (see e.g. discussion in Gouirand et al., 2007) could easily
have caused a mismatch between the simulated and observed long-term trends in the
past few centuries.
A large discrepancy, however, is evident between simulations and reconstructions
during around 1680-1760. The warming episode lasting for about 80 years in the reconstruction is absent in both simulations. This mismatch cannot be reconciled by
invoking the estimated uncertainties in the reconstructed temperature or by internal
model variations. Figure 1 illustrates this by showing the amplitude of the uncertainty in the reconstructions at multi-decadal timescales (the 31-year means). These
uncertainties have been derived from the root-mean-square error (rmse) between the
reconstructed record (regression-based version) and observed temperatures in a validation period (Leijonhufvud et al, 2009). The inter-annual errors in the validation period
are serially uncorrelated, so that the approximate
√ 2-sigma uncertainty in the 31-year
running means is taken as 2x rmse divided by 31. The uncertainties associated with
the internal variability in the model are derived from the amplitude of the simulated
temperature variations in the same grid-cell in a control simulation with the global
model along 1000 years , where the external forcing has been kept constant at the
present values (Zorita et al., 2003). This amplitude should include all sources of variability that are not connected to the external forcing, e.g. internal variations of the
North Atlantic Oscillation modulating the advection of maritime air towards Scandinavia, or variations of the sea-surface temperatures in the North Atlantic caused by
internal ocean dynamics. The magnitude of the model uncertainty is taken as twice
the standard deviation of the smoothed (31-year running mean) simulated Stockholm
temperature in the control run.
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Stockholm January-April air temperature
LWMSRS09(Scaling) LWMSRS09(Regression) ERIK1 ERIK2
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Fig. 1 January to April mean temperature in Stockholm reconstructed from documentary
records (Leijonhufvud et al, 2009; LWMSR09) (two versions: variance-scaling and regression
calibration) and simulated in two runs with the global climate model ECHO-G (ERIK1,
ERIK2) and one run with the regional climate model RCA (ERIK1 - RCA). Upper panel:
deviations from the 1829-1929 mean smoothed with a 31-year running mean; middle panel:
31-year running standard deviations; lower panel: ratio of the simulated standard deviations
to the reconstructed (variance-scaling) standard deviation

The evolution of the temperature simulated by the regional model follows in general the temperature from the driving global simulation ERIK1 rather closely, although
there are some differences between the global and regional model output. These differences are, however, clearly smaller than those between the output from the two global
models.
It is unlikely that variations in the external forcing as prescribed in the model
can explain the early 80-yr warming episode in the reconstruction, as this is absent in
both global simulations. Also, the simulated internal climate variability seems unable
to produce this reconstructed warming episode. This may be interpreted as an indication that the multi-decadal internal variability in the ECHO-G model is too small,
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perhaps due to too weak dynamics of the North Atlantic Ocean circulation. It may
alternatively indicate that the reconstructed Stockholm temperatures are too warm
around 1730. There is, however, independent support from the instrumental temperature measurements at the nearby city of Uppsala that the 1730s was an unusually mild
period (Leijonhufvud et al., 2008; Moberg et al., 2005). Moreover, the Central England
temperatures and also the De Bilt temperature in the Netherlands show a notable
warmth in the same period (Jones and Briffa, 2006) (see also next section). The mismatch between proxy and model data for Stockholm during the decades around 1730
is therefore best explained as an incapability of the model to reproduce this warming
feature (see also the conclusion section).
The Stockholm inter-annual temperature variability, as expressed by running 31year standard deviations, show large inter-decadal changes. The inter-annual variability
of the variance-scaled series is, by construction, larger than the regression-based reconstruction. The reconstruction standard deviation largely agrees with the simulations in
some periods, but there are also periods when the simulated variability is larger in both
simulations, in particular between 1620 and 1700 (Figure 1). The ratio of the modeled
to reconstructed (variance-scaled) standard deviations is shown also in Figure 1. The
significance of this ratio is assessed by constructing 1000 pairs of synthetic timeseries,
both with standard deviation unity and the same autocorrelation as the simulated and
reconstructed temperatures, respectively. Only in the decades around 1620-1700 the
ratio of simulated to reconstructed variability is significantly (5% level) larger than it
could be explained by chance.
The inter-annual variability in the regional model does, however, not significantly
differ from the variance-scaled reconstruction in the 1620-1700 period. Rather, the
regional model variability is essentially consistent with the Stockholm temperature
reconstruction everywhere except before 1620, when the ratio between the simulated
and reconstructed variability is above the 95th percentile derived from the Monte Carlo
simulations. This happens about 10% of the entire time period, one may conclude
that the simulated regional inter-annual temperature variability is not significantly
different from the reconstruction Notably, the variability in the regional model is almost
consistently smaller than in the corresponding (ERIK1) global simulation, and also
closer to the reconstruction than the global simulation. This indicates that the regional
model provides a more realistic simulation of the local climate in this area.
All records display no clear trend in the inter-annual temperature variability along
their corresponding period and the differences between the global model records are
also large for much of the time. From the large differences between the simulated interannual variability in the two global simulations, it can be concluded that the external
forcing can only account for a small amount of inter-annual variability, which thus must
be dominated by internal variability.

4 Central European Temperature
In this section we compare the model simulations with ECHO-G with the reconstruction of the Central European air temperature based on documentary data (Dobrovolný
et al., 2009). Although the reconstruction is available for all 12 calendar months, a
more robust comparison is achieved on seasonal and annual basis. Figure 2 shows the
annual and seasonal reconstructed Central European temperatures and the corresponding temperatures simulated by the model averaged over eight grid-cells that roughly
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CEurT (scaling)

CEurT (regression)
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ERIK2
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Fig. 2 Annual and seasonal means of the Central European Temperature reconstructions
(Dobrovolný et al., 2009; CEurT scaling, CEurT regression) and of the corresponding gridcells in two simulations with the global climate model ECHO-G (ERIK1, ERIK2). The series
represent deviations from the 1900-1990 mean and are smoothed with a 31-year running mean.

correspond to the Central European area. Anomalies from the 1900-1990 mean are
considered here. Because of the coarse resolution of the global model, the model topography in this area is quite flat ( even the Alps are represented by elevations of just 600
meters). Therefore, the results are not critical to the exact choice of model grid-cells
to represent the Central European area. The reconstruction is shown with the proxy
data being calibrated with both regression and variance matching methos.
Overall, there are much larger differences between the simulated and reconstructed
Central European temperatures than seen for Stockholm. There is good agreement between model and the reconstruction back to about 1850, but the reconstructions mostly
show notably warmer temperatures than the model before 1850. This happens for all
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seasonal records and therefore for the annual means as well, although the differences
between model and reconstructions are smaller for the winter season.
The seasonal reconstructions show multi-decadal variability with an amplitude similar to that displayed by the model simulations. The positions of the maxima and
minima, however, do not tend to agree with the simulations. This can be attributed
to internal regional variability, since the timing of the maxima and minima does not
always agree in the two model simulations. A more striking difference between the
reconstruction and the simulations is that the long-term warming seen over the last
five centuries in all seasons in the simulations is much less pronounced in the reconstruction. There is even a slight cooling trend seen in the reconstruction over the first
centuries after 1500, and this is not seen in the simulations.
The inter-annual variability in the reconstructions and simulations (31-yr running
standard deviations; Figure 3) shows both similarities and differences depending on
the time period and season. In winter and summer, the reconstructions show a large
inter-annual variability at the beginning of the record, which diminishes along the halfmillennium. In contrast the spring and autumn records do not show any discernible
long-term trends in their inter-annual variability (Dobrovolný et al., 2009). The spring
reconstruction nevertheless display somewhat smaller inter-annual variability in the
twentieth century compared to the previous four centuries. The simulated records show
a fairly constant inter-annual variability in all seasons, which stands in contrast to the
instrumental data for winter and summer but agrees reasonably well in spring and autumn. Thus, at the beginning of the past half-millennium the reconstructions display
larger inter-annual variability than the simulations during winter and especially so during summer. The reconstructed pre-instrumental variability could possibly be too high
in these seasons (both in the regression and the variance matched version). If so, the
reason for this is at present not known. Since the regression residuals for the summer
and also annual reconstruction are significantly serially positively correlated according
to a Durbin-Watson test (see Dobrovolný et al., 2009), the inter-annual variance of the
reconstruction in summer could be incorrect. This may also affect the annual data.
This may explain some of the differences in reconstructed and simulated inter-annual
temperature variance in summer, but it does not explain the differences in winter. One
possibility is that the real climate had on average more high-frequency temperature
variability in summer and winter during the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries, perhaps
caused by another circulation mode, and that this is correctly picked up by the reconstruction but not by the simulation. Previous analyses of reconstructed atmospheric
circulation features over Europe (500 hPa geopotential height fields) and those simulated with ECHO-G over the last 350 years indicate quite substantial differences in
some periods (Casty et al., 2005), which however could not be related to a response
to the external forcing, either in the simulation or in the reconstructions (Casty et
al., 2007). These differences could therefore, be caused by internal variability. In any
case, it appears that further studies are needed to understand the differences between
simulated and reconstructed temperature variability in the pre-instrumental period.

5 Central England Temperature
All proxy-based reconstructions of past temperatures may contain uncertainties of
statistical nature, which can be partially quantified, but there are also likely sources
of unknown error which have not been taken into account. To shed more light on
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Fig. 3 Running inter-annual standard deviation of the annual and seasonal temperature derived from the reconstructed Central European temperature and from output of two simulations with the global climate model ECHO-G in the corresponding grid-cells.

whether or not the agreements and discrepancies found between the Stockholm and
Central European temperature reconstructions and the model simulations are robust,
we carry out a similar comparison between the simulation and the long instrumental
Central England Temperature (CET) record, which starts in 1659. It should be borne
in mind, though, that this 350-year long temperature record can hardly be considered
homogeneous over the whole period (recall our brief discussion in section 2). The results
of this comparison are conveyed by Figure 4 and 6. To represent the ’model CET’ four
model grid-cells located over Great Britain have been selected. Deviations from the
1900-1990 mean are considered.
Mean annual temperatures in the simulation agree quite well with CET in their
long-term trend. Again, this supports the idea that the choice of external forcing com-
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Fig. 4 Annual and seasonal means of the Central England Temperature and of the corresponding grid-cells in two simulations with the global climate model ECHO-G (ERIK1,
ERIK2). The timeseries represent deviations from the 1900-1990 mean and are smoothed with
a 31-year mean.

bined with the model climate sensitivity, yield a realistic picture of annual temperature evolution over the past recent centuries. However, a multi-decadal disagreement is
noted around the 1710s to 1730s, similar to the one as noted earlier for the Stockholm
January-April reconstruction. In CET, this mismatch is particularly clearly seen in the
annual, March-May and September-November data but also in December-February
data. The CET and Stockholm records have been derived independently, and therefore, one has to conclude that the relatively warm decades around the 1730s are very
likely real phenomena (see also Luterbacher et al., 2004 and Xoplaki et al., 2005 (for
European mean temperature); Jones and Briffa, 2006). This agreement between the
CET and Stockholm series could indicate that its origin may lie in the North Atlantic
and that it could have been a more widespread phenomenon. It is, however, not as
easily seen in the CEurT series, although the reconstructed winters for that region
during the 1710s to 1740s display a rather ’gently’ warm level.
The long-term evolution of the CET summer temperatures over the whole period
differs from the model simulations. The trend in the observed summer temperatures is
very small, and summer temperatures in the 18th century seem to be higher than recent
temperatures until 1990. This is a result which is not observed for the other seasons,
where the observed and simulated trends are comparable. The practically constant
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are smoothed with a 31-year running mean.

observed summer temperatures together with the increasing winter temperatures along
the past 350 years lead to a clear long-term decreasing amplitude of the observed annual
cycle, which is absent in the simulations (Figure 5), and which has been reported also for
other long instrumental temperature records in the Northern Hemisphere (Jones et al.,
2003). However, the constantly warmer instrumental summer temperatures before the
late 19th century in the CET data century suggests the presence of a warm bias in the
early English observational data in this season, similarly to what has been concluded
for Central European stations (Frank et al., 2007) and also proposed for Stockholm and
Uppsala summer temperatures (Moberg et al., 2003). The argument for the presence of
such a bias is that the thermometers were less well protected against radiation effects
before the introduction of ’modern’ screens, which typically occurred in the mid- to
late-nineteenth century. This effect is largest in summer. This issue is discussed in more
detail in (Böhm et al., 2009) for the Great Alpine Region. Böhm et al. (2009) estimate
a correction for the summer temperature bias for this region in the range of 0.3-0.4 K
(see their figure 13). A similar correction for the CET would bring the CET summer
series closer to the model results, but still, simulations and CET would not fully agree
in summer. Furthermore, a purported summer correction for England would probably
be smaller than for Central European stations, as the effect of summer radiation was
also presumably smaller. Nevertheless, an analysis of the possible presence of biased
summer temperatures at the stations used to derive the CET record, in the period
before the improvement of thermometer screens, seems worthwhile.
The inter-annual variability of the observed and simulated records (Figure 6) are
notably different for the winter temperatures, when the observations systematically
display a larger variability than the simulations. There is also an overall somewhat
larger variability in the instrumental series than the simulated annual mean temperatures before around 1900, and particularly before 1800. None of the seasonal records of
inter-annual variability, however, shows any clear trends, perhaps with the exception of
a slight downward trend in the observed annual CET since 1800. Moreover, the interannual variability in the two simulations does not evolve in phase, possibly reflecting
that the influence of the external forcing on the inter-annual variability is small.
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the global climate model ECHO-G in the corresponding grid-cells.

6 Discussion and conclusions
The comparisons of reconstructed/instrumental and simulated temperatures for three
European locations over the last 350 to 500 years display both encouraging agreements especially considering the global model’s coarse resolution - but also disagreements. We
discuss in the following the main differences, which can help us to identify deficiencies
in the models and reconstructions methods.
One important difference is the multi-decadal warm episode peaking around the
1730s that is displayed by the Stockholm winter-early spring temperature reconstruction and also by the Central England (CET) record. In CET, it is present not only
in the winter season, but also in spring and autumn and hence is reflected also in the
annual mean temperatures. The coarse resolution of the climate model is an unlikely
cause of these differences compared to the reconstructions. The origin of the warm
episode may more likely lie in the wintertime North Atlantic circulation, atmospheric
or oceanic, since in summer, the season where the short-wave radiation forcing at the
surface is most powerful, the deviation at this time are not very marked. A North
Atlantic origin is supported by the fact that reconstruction of the Central European
Temperatures does not clearly show the decades around 1730 as a notably mild period,
but rather as a ’gently’ mild one.
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A tentative explanation for the mild decades around 1730 could be related to a
prolonged positive phase of the North Atlantic Oscillation (Luterbacher et al., 1999),
since some studies indicate that the atmospheric circulation is the most important
factor for the relatively mild temperatures along the Western European coast (Seager
et al., 2002). Increased solar irradiance at the end of the 17th century and through the
first half of the 18th century might have induced a shift of the NAO toward a high
NAO index. Similar findings were suggested for European winters (Luterbacher et al.,
2004; Xoplaki et al. 2005). Thus, the solar irradiance changes might be a major trigger
to explain the increasing trend in European winter and spring temperature at decadal
time scale. However, reconstructions of the past NAO index do not completely agree
(Schmutz et al., 2000). For instance, the NAO reconstruction by Cook et al. (2002)
does not show such anomalous decades as the Luterbacher et al. (1999) does. From a
modeling point of view, simulations for the Late Maunder Minimum (Shindell et al.,
2003) indicate that increased solar irradiance at the end of the Maunder Minimum
might have indeed induced a shift towards positive AO/NAO during November-April,
leading to continental warming. However, it is known that climate models are not able
to replicate the observed low-frequency variations of the atmospheric circulation in the
North Atlantic in the 20th century (Osborn, 2004), and even future trends simulated
by different models under much stronger external forcing according to future emissions
scenarios do not agree in magnitude (Miller et al., 2007). It therefore could be possible
that natural, multi-decadal excursions of the heat transport by the atmosphere are also
not well replicated by models.
It has to be noted, however, that our conclusions about internal variability are
based on a control simulation and only two forced simulations with one single model.
A better estimation would require a much larger ensemble of forced simulations over the
whole period. For instance, the difference in Stockholm temperature between ERIK1
and ERIK 2 around 1630 (Fig 1) is larger than our estimation of internal variability
based on a control simulation, and indeed the NAO indices in ERIK1 and ERIK2 show
the largest differences of the whole millennium around 1630 (Zorita et al., manuscript
submitted).
Other clear differences are the long-term temperature trends of the reconstructed
Central European temperature record, which are much smaller in magnitude than those
simulated by the climate model. Although a model deficiency cannot be ruled out, the
fact that the long-term trends of the Stockholm January-April temperature and the
seasonal Central England Temperatures (except in summer) are much more in agreement with the model results, may indicate that the reconstructed Central European
record underestimates the multi-centennial variations. In contrast to the Stockholm
temperature record, which is derived from physically-anchored documentary information related to the ice break-up dates in the port of Stockholm, the Central European
record is composed by more varied documentary records, some of which could suffer
from a variant of the so called ’segment-length-curse’ (Cook et al., 1995). As mentioned
by Dobrovolný et al. (2008, 2009), the documentary sources contain descriptions of
weather recorded according to the contemporary authors’ own perceptions of what
constituted ’normal’ conditions. These perceptions were framed by the period in which
the authors were living. Therefore, the index series derived from documentary evidence
expresses primarily deviations from the respective normal conditions. Slow changes in
these normal conditions can thus likely not be fully captured by the reconstructed
indices. This drawback can possibly be partly removed if other proxies are used that
are more directly anchored in the prevailing environmental conditions, such as series of
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phenophases, freezing of rivers and lakes, start of agricultural harvests, etc. Certainly,
more carefully analyses and comparisons with other proxy-based records are necessary
to ascertain whether or not this is relevant for this particular record.
The absence of a clear long-term summer temperature warming trend in the Central
European Temperature reconstruction, which agrees with the Central England record
in this respect, is in contrast with the summer temperature trends in the climate
simulations, and also with the reconstructed summer temperature trends based on treering data from the Alpine region (Büntgen et al., 2005; 2006). This mismatch can have
significant ramifications in the discussion about the amplitude of past changes in solar
irradiance but also about the uncertainties in the long-term instrumental records. One
possible explanation for the disagreement between the simulated and reconstructed
summer temperature trends is that the long-term variations in the external forcing
may have been overestimated in the climate simulations. More recent estimations of
the changes in solar irradiance between the Late Maunder Minimum and present are
of the order of 0.17% (Wang et al., 2005), or even less than 0.1% (Foukal et al., 2004),
instead of the 0.3% in the ECHO-G simulations. Such a mismatch would likely be
more evident for the summer temperatures. On the other hand, such small amplitude
changes in solar irradiance as less than 0.1% would hardly be compatible with the
general agreement seen between the simulated temperatures in the other seasons and
the CET or the Stockholm series. The climate sensitivity of the model ECHO-G (2.5 K
caused by a doubling of atmospheric CO2 concentrations) lies well within the range of
the IPCC climate models (Meehl et al., 2007), so that an anomalously high sensitivity
of the model to external perturbations cannot be invoked.
As regards the CET record, the notably warm temperatures in summer before
1800 compared to the twentieth century, which are also warmer than the simulated
summer temperatures before the late nineteenth century, may perhaps indicate that
the early observations suffer from a positive bias before the introduction of moderntype thermometer screens, as it has been found in early instrumental records from
the Great Alpine Region (Frank et al., 2007; Böhm et al., 2009) and also suggested for
Stockholm (Moberg et al., 2003). This points to the importance of further investigating
the possible early warm instrumental temperature bias, not only in the CET, but
potentially in all temperature records extending back to before the introduction of
modern-type thermometer screens, i.e. typically before the mid-to late-19th centuries.
The absence of a long-term warming trend in the reconstructed Central European
summer temperatures analyzed here can, however, not be easily explained by any warm
bias in the early instrumental observations as these were adjusted for this problem
(Böhm et al., 2009).
In summary, the comparison between modeled and reconstructed records points to
particular lines of research for all teams involved. Particularly important seems the
inability of the climate model to simulate large multi-decadal regional temperature
excursions in the past , as it could point to possible future regional deviations from
the global warming trend. This should be more accurately ascertained with ensemble
simulations. The physical origins of these excursions need also to be identified. In the
end, the analysis should yield a consistent picture of model and observational results,
thus further constraining the possible range of models and identifying possible biases
in climate reconstruction methods.
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